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Abstract

Although synonymous mutations can affect gene expression,
they have generally not been considered in genomic studies that
focus on mutations that increase the risk of cancer. However,
mounting evidence implicates some synonymous mutations as
driver mutations in cancer. Here, a massively parallel assay, based
on cell sorting of a reporter containing a segment of p53 fused to
GFP, was used to measure the effects of nearly all synonymous
mutations in exon 6 of TP53. In this reporter context, several
mutations within the exon caused strong expression changes
including mutations that may cause potential gain or loss of
function. Further analysis indicates that these effects are largely
attributed to errors in splicing, including exon skipping, intron
inclusion, and exon truncation, resulting from mutations both
at exon–intron junctions and within the body of the exon.

These mutations are found at extremely low frequencies in
healthy populations and are enriched a few-fold in cancer
genomes, suggesting that some of themmay be driver mutations
in TP53. This assay provides a general framework to identify
previously unknown detrimental synonymous mutations in
cancer genes.

Implications: Using a massively parallel assay, this study
demonstrates that synonymous mutations in the TP53 gene
affect protein expression, largely through their impact on
splicing.

Visual Overview: http://mcr.aacrjournals.org/content/molcanres/
15/10/1301/F1.large.jpg. Mol Cancer Res; 15(10); 1301–7. �2017 AACR.

Introduction
A central pursuit of cancer genomics is to identify somatic

mutations that serve as "driver"mutations, which confer a growth
advantage to cells. As high-throughput sequencing technologies
now enable comprehensive identification of themutational spec-
trum of tumors, many recurrently mutated driver genes and
mutations havebeen identified (1). Although significant headway
has been made in identifying such mutations, the focus of these
studies typically has been missense, nonsense, and frameshift
alleles. However, synonymous mutations, which do not change
the protein sequence of a gene product, were enriched in some
oncogenes and the tumor suppressor TP53 (2), based on an
analysis of data from The Cancer Genome Atlas. This result

implies that many synonymous mutations could, in fact, be
drivers of oncogenesis.

Synonymous mutations can affect gene expression and pro-
tein function in multiple ways (3). Synonymous mutations
have widely studied effects on splicing (4). Those that fall in
splice junctions can often abrogate splicing at that site or
uncover cryptic splice sites. Similarly, synonymous mutations
can fall in splicing enhancers or suppressors—exonic sequences
that modulate the inclusion of an exon. The rate of protein
translation can be modulated by many properties of the mRNA,
including secondary structure and codon bias due to limita-
tions in the tRNA pool. These factors alter ribosomal progres-
sion through the mRNA, which can affect the efficiency of
protein folding and modification, leading to a decrease in
protein expression. Synonymous mutations in miRNA-binding
sites can affect protein expression; for example, in Crohn's
disease (5) and melanoma (6), miRNA targeting was abrogated
in the mutant copy, leading to increased protein expression.
Disease-associated synonymous mutations are also enriched in
sites of RNA–protein interaction (7).

Considering the range of their possible effects, methods to
readily annotate synonymous mutations would be useful. One
avenue to identify possible drivers is via massively parallel
assays to determine the effects of mutations (8). The resulting
functional information yields greater predictive power than
state-of-the-art in silico predictions of mutation function (9),
like CADD (10) or PolyPhen (11). However, massively parallel
assays also have largely ignored synonymous variants, often
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using these mutations as neutral variation to evaluate the
significance of the changes of functional scores caused by
nonsynonymous mutations (12).

Here, we demonstrate a general method to detect the effect of
synonymous mutations in a cancer-associated gene. We chose
TP53, the gene most frequently mutated in cancer, as a test case
and focusedonexon6of this genebecause synonymousmutations
at the terminal 30 splice site of this exon are enriched in tumor
samples (2). Although no splicing enhancer or silencer has been
functionally identified in this exon, a previous study found that
synonymous mutations in TP53 are enriched in predicted splicing
enhancers (13). We created a p53 protein reporter in which
fluorescence was dependent on correct splicing between exons 5
and 6, and between exons 6 and 7. Using a massively parallel
fluorescence-based deep mutational scanning assay, we measured
the protein level of variants containing nearly all synonymous
mutations in this exon. In addition to splice site–disrupting
mutations, distinct internal mutations caused defects in splicing
in this reporter construct. These mutations are rare in healthy
populations and enriched a few-fold in cancer patients. Ourmeth-
odology provides a general workflow for measuring the effects of
synonymous mutations and could be used widely to uncover and
catalog possible driver mutations in other cancer genes.

Materials and Methods
Primers and other oligonucleotides

A list of oligonucleotides used in this study is found in Sup-
plementary Table S1.

Creation of a mini-gene variant library of TP53 exon 6
We first created a reporter construct that encodes the p53

DNA-binding domain (residues 97–292) fused to EGFP. A
cassette containing TP53 exons 5–7 (chr17:7675238-7674115)
was amplified from NA12892 genomic DNA (Coriell Biorepo-
sitory) with TP53_Exon5,6,7_F01 and TP53_Exon5,6,7_R01
primers. This product was cleaned and reamplified using
TP53_expand_F1 and TP53_expand_R1 to add flanking sequence
corresponding to the 31 N-terminal amino acids (residues 97
to 127) and 31 C-terminal amino acids (residues 262 to 292).
EGFP was amplified from pAG414GAL1-EGFP (14) with primers
GFP_Cloning_F01 and GFP_Cloning_R03. These products were
cloned by Gibson assembly (15) into the AflII and HindIII sites
in pcDNA5/FRT and transformed into chemically competent
DH5a Escherichia coli (E. coli; NEB). BamHI and NsiI sites flank-
ing exon 6 were added to this plasmid by inverse PCR with
TP53pcDNA5_BamHI_F02 and TP53pcDNA4_NsiI_R01, follow-
ed by phosphorylation and ligation of the PCR product. This
plasmid was named TP53E-GFP-pcDNA5.

We replaced TP53 exon 6 in our reporter with a library of
synonymously mutated variants of the exon. The library was
created by doped oligonucleotide synthesis (TriLink BioTechnol-
ogies, San Diego). Each position that could be mutated synon-
ymously was doped at 3% to each possible synonymous variant.
For example, position 11 in the exon (the third base of a proline
codon, CCT) was doped with 1% each of A, C, and G, whereas
position 17 in the exon (the third base of a glutamic acid codon,
CAG) was doped with 3% A. This oligonucleotide was made
double-stranded by annealing the primer TP53_libraryamp_R01
and extending with Phusion polymerase (NEB), and the double-
stranded DNA was amplified with TP53dopedoligo_RE_F03 and

TP53dopedoligo_RE_R02. This product was cleaned with a Zymo
Clean and Concentrator 5 kit (Zymo Research). Both TP53E-GFP-
pcDNA5 and the doped library were digested with NsiI and
BamHI, and ligated together using T4 DNA ligase (NEB). This
ligation reactionwas cleaned and electroporated into ElectroMAX
DH10B E. coli (Invitrogen) and cultured overnight in 50mL of LB
þ 100 mg/mL ampicillin. This transformation resulted in a library
containing approximately 242,000 colony-forming units. DNA
used for transfection was harvested using a PureLink HiPure
Plasmid Midiprep Kit (Invitrogen).

Specific clonal variants, used for assay validation or spli-
cing analysis, were created by site-directed mutagenesis using
inverse PCR with a mutation-containing primer, followed
by phosphorylation with T4 polynucleotide kinase and T4 DNA
ligase (NEB). See Supplementary Table S1 for primer sequences.

Flp-mediated integration of variant libraries
The reporter assay that we used requires that only a single

variant is integrated into each cell. Thus, we took advantage of
the Flp-In-293 cell line, a derivative of the human embryonic
kidney cell line (HEK-293T; Invitrogen), which has a single
Flp-FRT site integrated in the genome. We integrated the library
of TP53 exon 6 variants into the genome of the cell line by
cotransfection with 22 mg of pOG44 (Invitrogen) and 75 mg of
the TP53 library plasmid pool using Lipofectamine 3000
(Thermo Fisher). Media were changed after 24 hours, and
selection for flipped-in cells was started after 48 hours by adding
100 mg/mL hygromycin. Cells were cultured under hygromycin
selection for 14 days, at which point they were harvested. The
293 cell line library contained approximately 12,000 colony-
forming units.

Fluorescence-activated cell sorting
The amount of reporter protein for each synonymous

variant was measured by fluorescence-activated cell sorting.
Library cells were washed, trypsinized, and resuspended in
PBS þ 1 mg/mL DAPI. Libraries were sorted on a FACSAria (BD
Biosciences) into four bins, and cells were collected in PBS.
Gates were set by comparing the distributions of fluorescence
from a cell line expressing either a negative control (G113A)
or the wild-type exon. The lowest gate was set to bisect the
negative distribution. The highest gate was set to bisect the
wild-type distribution. A final gate was set to bisect the range
between the other two gates.

Sequencing library preparation and analysis
Variant frequencies were calculated by high-throughput

sequencing of the integrated library in each sorted bin. Geno-
mic DNA and total RNA were extracted from sorted cells using
Trizol. Library variants were amplified from genomic DNA
using three sequential reactions. Phusion polymerase was used
for all reactions, and each reaction was performed on a BioRad
MiniOpticon and monitored to avoid overamplification.

The integrated library was amplified from 250 ng of geno-
mic DNA (to avoid the endogenous TP53 locus), using primers
specific for library locus (pcDNA5/FRT_seq_F01 and pcDNA5/
FRT_seq_R01) and the following PCR conditions: 98�C for
30 seconds, then 25 cycles of 98�C for 10 seconds, 62�C for
30 seconds, and 72�C for 65 seconds. This reaction was cleaned
with a Zymo Clean and Concentrator 5 kit. 100 ng of this
product was used as template for a second PCR to amplify a
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short fragment containing only exon 6, using oligos TP53_exo-
n6amp_F01 and TP53_exon6amp_R01 and the following PCR
conditions: 98�C for 30 seconds, then 8 to 10 cycles (depending
on the sample) of 98�C for 10 seconds, 65�C for 30 seconds, and
72�C for 5 seconds. This reaction was cleaned as before. Sequenc-
ing and demultiplexing adaptors were appended by a final PCR. A
total of 150 ng of the previous PCR product was amplified with
TP53_seqadapter_F1 and TP53_seqadapter2_R1-4 and the fol-
lowing PCR conditions: 98�C for 30 seconds, then 8 to 10 cycles
(depending on the sample) of 98�C for 10 seconds, 67�C for 30
seconds, and 72�C for 5 seconds. Reactions were cleaned and
sequencedon an IlluminaMiSequsingpaired-end160base reads,
using TP53_libraryseq_F01 as a forward primer, TP53_library-
seq_R02 as a reverse primer, and TP53_indexseq_F01 as an index
read primer.

The effect of each variant on fluorescence was calculated as a
bin-weighted sum of inferred cell counts for each variant. Variant
counts in each bin were tabulated using Enrich (16), and each
variant's frequency in a bin was used to estimate the number of
cells sorted in that bin for that variant. The frequency of total cell
counts in each bin was multiplied by that bin's median GFP
intensity. The weighted frequencies were summed to calculate a
GFP score, and this scorewas divided by theGFP score of thewild-
type sequence to create a normalized GFP score. The normalized
GFP scores for eachof two replicateswere averaged to compute the
score reported here. Nonsynonymous variants (likely due to
synthesis or sequencing errors) were removed after GFP score
calculations. We filtered variants with fewer than 7,500 total cell
counts in each replicate, as this threshold allows for the most
variants with a high correlation between replicate GFP scores (see
Supplementary Fig. S1).

Downstream analyses were performed in Python. Supplemen-
tary File S1 contains all pre- and postprocessed data. An iPython
notebook containing analyses is supplied in Supplementary File
S2. Raw sequencing reads can be found in SRA Bioproject
PRJNA384242.

Splicing analysis by PCR
RNA was extracted from clonal cell lines, reverse transcribed,

and amplified. These products were separated by polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis. Fragments of interestwere gel-extracted, ream-
plified with KAPA Robust2G (KAPA Biosystems) using primers
TP53_exon6amp_F01 and TP53_exon6amp_R01, cloned into
pGEM-T (Promega), and Sanger sequenced to identify isoforms.

Results
To test the effects of synonymous variants in exon 6 of TP53,

we developed a fluorescent reporter assay based on FlowSeq
(17), which uses FACS sorting to separate variants of differing
expression levels followed by next-generation DNA sequencing
to calculate a score for each variant based on its enrichment or
depletion in each FACS bin. The reporter consisted of a cassette
containing the genomic sequence spanning exons 5–7 of TP53
(encoding residues 126 to 261), as well as flanking cDNA
encoding the rest of the p53 DNA-binding domain, such that
in total the translated protein product of the cassette spanned
residues 97–292 of p53 (Fig. 1A). The C-terminus of this
cassette was fused to GFP, and the construct was expressed
from a constitutive CMV promoter. The pre-mRNA from this
construct can undergo only two correct splicing events, fusing

exons 5 to 6 and exons 6 to 7 (Fig. 1A). We created a library of
exon 6 synonymous variants that fall in the third position of a
codon by doped oligonucleotide synthesis (Fig. 1B), and
cloned these variants in the place of the wild-type exon (i.e.,
chr17:7578289-7578177) in the expression construct. The
library was integrated into the genome of Flp-In-293 cells to
ensure that a single exon variant was expressed per cell.

Median fluorescence in this assay spanned an approximately
20-fold range, from a low due to a known splice site–disrupting
mutation (G113A; Fig. 1C, red) to a high due to wild type
(Fig. 1C, blue). The population of cells in the Flp-In library had
a large peak overlapping the G113A peak, and a large shoulder
of cells with intermediate fluorescence (Fig. 1C, green). We
sorted these cells into four bins that were established based
on the fluorescence properties of the G113A-mutant and the
wild type, sequenced the exon 6 integrated in the cells of each
bin, and calculated a score for each variant as a wild-type–
normalized weighted sum of GFP intensity across the bins
(SGFP, see Materials and Methods). In total, we calculated SGFP
for 16,916 synonymous variants of the exon (including mul-
tiply-mutated variants), which averaged 3.2 mutations per
variant (Supplementary Fig. S1A). We focused our analysis on
single synonymous mutants in the exon, of which we measured
76 of the 77 expected synonymous mutations. We tested the
fluorescence of 20 variants clonally and found significant
correlation with our pooled data (P ¼ 0.0002, Supplementary
Fig. S2A).

SGFP scores ranged from 0.47 to 1.31 (Fig. 2A). Sixty-eight
variants were neutral (considered here as having SGFP 70% or
above relative to wild type), but a subset of nine mutations
caused a large decrease (SGFP less than 70% of wild type). As
expected, two of the mutations—T2G (p.Gly187) and G113A
(p.Glu224)—disrupting either of the exon's canonical splice
sites caused at least a 30% decrease in SGFP. In addition, seven
other mutations in the interior of the exon—G32A (p.Val197),
A35G (p.Glu198), A38T (p.Gly199), T47G (p.Arg202), G59A
(p.Leu204), G95T (p.Val218), and G107C (p.Pro222)—had
SGFP scores less than 0.7. We mined our data for doubly
mutated variants that contained these mutations and found
that, with the exception of T47G, the negative effects of the
single mutants were epistatic to other synonymous mutations
in the exon (Supplementary Fig. S2B).

Using in silico predictions, we asked whether mutations in the
library of exon 6 variants would have predicted effects on
splicing (18), RNA structure (19), or miRNA targeting (20),
or were predicted to have strong functional effects (10). Of
these, only splicing prediction yielded a significant correlation
with experimental results (P ¼ 1.3e�4, Supplementary Fig. S3).
Increased inclusion of exon 6 results in increased GFP intensity,
whereas skipping of exon 6 results in GFP being out of frame
and therefore decreased GFP intensity. As such, splicing defects
would be apparent in our assay. To examine splicing of the
reporter construct, we extracted RNA from 22 clonal samples
and used RT-PCR to amplify the region between exons 5 and 7
(Fig. 2C and Supplementary Fig. S4). The wild-type sample
contained two major isoforms: a correctly spliced 196 base
product and an exon 6–skipped 83 base product. These two
fragments were present in varying intensities across all 22
samples. In addition, mutant samples contained an unspliced,
845 base product that includes both flanking introns. As the
845 base product was not present in the sample from cells
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expressing the wild-type exon, it most likely derived from un-
spliced mRNA, rather than trace genomic DNA contamination.

SGFP quantifies the amount of p53 reporter protein present,
independent of the amounts of reporter RNAs that do not give
rise to detectable fluorescent protein. However, a lower pro-
portion of correctly spliced RNA compared with other RNAs
would be expected to lead to less reporter protein and thus
lower SGFP. The approximate intensity of the 845 base and 83
base isoforms relative to the correctly spliced 196 base isoform
observed from each mutant was consistent with its SGFP. For
example, the known T2G splice junction mutant appeared
enriched in the amount of 83 base exon-skipped product
relative to the correctly spliced 196 base isoform (Fig. 2C).
Eighteen of 21 mutants also contained a 277 base fragment,
which includes intron 5. The intensity of this band decreased in
variants with mutations farther from the 50 splice site, consis-
tent with this isoform being due to disruption of this splice site.
The G113A splice junction mutation, which inactivates the 30

splice site of the exon, resulted in the use of a cryptic site that
shifted the splice site 5 bases (2). The A38T mutation produced
a unique truncated splice isoform of 117 bases (Supplementary
Fig. S4) by creating a consensus splice donor. This isoform
contains the first 36 bases of exon 6, causing a frameshift and
premature stop codon 8 bases later. T47G created an approx-
imately 180 base-truncated isoform (Supplementary Fig. S4).
We confirmed the sequence of these isoforms by cloning and

Sanger sequencing the cDNAs (data not shown). Many mutants
contained additional alternatively spliced fragments ranging in
size between approximately 350 and 600 bases, which were not
easily identifiable.

Based on the abundance of the cDNA products, some muta-
tions (most notably A38T and G95T) appeared to result in
significantly less mRNA relative to other variants. We did not
measure RNA stabilities of these variants, but note that RNA
degradation pathways, especially the nonsense-mediated decay
pathway, may affect these mRNAs differentially.

We hypothesized that if the mutations identified in our assay
were truly detrimental, they should be at low frequencies in
healthy populations but present in tumor samples. We searched
the genomes and exomes of healthy individuals using the
gnomAD database (ref. 21; Supplementary Table S2), for var-
iants in exon 6 of TP53. Eleven synonymous variants in exon 6
were found in the database, with 10 of the 11 variants present
in fewer than 37 individuals (out of approximately 250,000
total haploid exomes and genomes). Only one of these was a
detrimental variant, G59A (SGFP ¼ 0.57), which was found in 9
heterozygous individuals. One neutral variant in our assay
(A80G, SGFP ¼ 1.02) was found at a high population frequency
(1.2%), and was homozygous in 33 individuals.

We also searched for synonymous mutations in the COSMIC
database (in which TP53 was sequenced in 127,779 samples) to
estimate the frequencies of mutations in tumor samples (22).
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A massively parallel assay to measure the splicing effects of synonymous mutations in TP53. A, Overview of the assay. A library of synonymous variants is
created in a TP53 reporter construct. This library is integrated into the genome of Flp-In-293 cells, a derivative of the human embryonic kidney cell line
(HEK-293T) using Flp-mediated recombination. Cells are sorted into bins based on GFP intensity, and the exon library from each bin is sequenced and
genotyped. SGFP is calculated as a weighted sum based on the frequency of each variant in each sorted bin. B, Library design. Positions in the
mutagenized exon (bold) are numbered, and degenerate positions are annotated with the possible mutant bases above the wild-type sequence. The
known splice donor and acceptor sites are highlighted with gray boxes. C, Flow cytometry of TP53 variant library. Cells were sorted based on GFP signal
(x axis); blue, cells expressing a wild-type exon 6; red, negative control cells expressing the G113A variant of exon 6; green, TP53 exon 6 synonymous
variant library. Bins are represented by lines at top, annotated with the percentage of sorted cells in each bin.
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Thirty-seven synonymous variants were found in COSMIC in 79
samples, ranging from1 to10 samples permutation. Four of these
variants were detrimental in our assay—G32A (found in 1 carci-
noma and 1 lymphoid neoplasm), G59A (1 lymphoid neo-
plasm), G107C (2 carcinomas and 1 benign melanocytic nevus),
andG113A (9 carcinomas and 1 glioma). Thirty-three others were
neutral (SGFP > 0.7) and present in 63 samples, with T74C and
A80G both found in 8 samples. The 33 neutral mutations came
from 39 carcinomas, 11 hematopoietic cancers, 5 sarcomas, 2
gliomas, 2 malignant melanomas, and 4 others (Supplementary

Table S2). The 3.4x enrichment of detrimental mutations in
COSMIC compared with gnomAD correlates with the analysis
of samples from The Cancer Genome Atlas showing that synon-
ymous mutations were enriched in TP53 approximately 4-fold
compared with a matched, nononcogenic gene set (2).

Discussion
Using a massively parallel approach, we measured the effects

of nearly all synonymous mutations in exon 6 of TP53, some of
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Synonymous mutations cause mis-splicing. A, SGFP scores for synonymous mutations in exon 6 of TP53 plotted as a heatmap. At each codon's
third position (x axis), the base present in the exon variant (y axis) is colored based on SGFP. The wild-type base at each position is hatched, nonsynonymous
mutations are light gray, and missing data are dark gray. The p53 residue of each mutation is noted below the heatmap. B, Model of the reporter construct.
Amino acid residues in p53 are shown in italics above the model. Residue 188 spans the splice junction between exons 5 and 6. Lengths of relevant
exonic and intronic fragments are below the model. C, Polyacrylamide gel showing cDNA for clonal samples. TP53 exon 6 mutations are shown below
each well. Cartoon representations of major fragments and their lengths, matching the model in B, are shown between the two panels. Samples were
split between two gels.
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which are potentially loss of function. These mutations appeared
to alter the splicing of the exon and surrounding introns, consis-
tent with an accumulation of unspliced pre-mRNA ormis-spliced
products that included introns. As a result, less full-length p53
protein would be expressed compared with the construct contain-
ing the wild-type sequence of exon 6. Our assay measures muta-
tions not in their native genomic context in TP53, and therefore
mutation effects should be verified by assaying for splicing effects
in the native gene context. The synonymous mutations are found
at low frequencies in healthy human populations and are a few-
fold more prevalent in tumor samples. Thus, synonymous muta-
tions—including mutations that fall at canonical splice sites as
well as at least 6 bases away from a splice site—may be drivers of
oncogenesis.

A qualitative effect on splicing of the reporter gene was evident
for almost all of the severe mutations. As a general trend, variants
with low fluorescence scores showed increased intensity for the
unspliced 845 base or exon-skipped 83 base isoform relative to
the intensity of the correctly spliced 196 base isoform, although
somevariants didnot follow this trend.Our analysis here does not
take RNA stability into account, although some variants (e.g.,
A38T and G95T) appeared to accumulate less RNA than most.

It is possible that our reporter construct, which has cDNA rather
than genomic sequence flanking exons 5 and 7, differs in its
splicing properties compared with the genomic copy of TP53.
Although the wild-type version of this construct spliced correctly,
we cannot rule out the possibility that the effects of mutations in
our constructmay bemore or less severe if theywere present in the
genomic copy. The artificial nature of the construct may partly
explain the accumulation of the 845 base isoform in themutants,
as this isoform may not enter the splicing pathway, rather than
beingmis-spliced. However, it would be possible in future experi-
ments to use endogenous gene structures or performmutagenesis
in situ, which could mitigate these effects.

A p53-negative tumor arises from two inactivatingmutations of
TP53, such as by mutation in one copy and complete deletion in
the other (23). Could synonymous mutations be responsible for
oneof these "hits"? Inmost of the variantswe assayed, the amount
of exon-included splice isoform was qualitatively less abundant
than in wild-type cells but still present. As the tumor-suppressor
function of p53 is known to be haploinsufficient (24), a reduction
in p53 protein from one allele, even if not complete, could render
the cell susceptible to oncogenesis in the event of a mutation to
the other allele. Based on our splicing data, it might be expected
that several of the synonymousmutations would cause a decrease
in total p53 protein levels. Decreased p53 activity is found in
many sarcomas (25), yet only five sarcoma samples had exon 6
synonymous mutations, and none of these mutations were det-
rimental in our reporter assay.

Alternatively, variants of TP53 in which the protein is truncated
in exon 6 or before exon 7 have been shown to promote cell

proliferation and metastasis through a gain-of-function activity
(26, 27). Synonymous mutations in exon 6 that cause p53
truncations would produce similarly structured proteins andmay
also have gain-of-function activities. These includemutations that
lead to inclusion of intron 6, which creates a premature stop
codon 39 bases into the intron. The A38Tmutationmis-splices to
delete the last 77bases of exon6 and leads to termination 12bases
after the aberrant splice junctionwith exon7. Themajority of exon
6 synonymous mutations found in the COSMIC database were
from carcinoma samples, a cancer type in which dominant
negative p53 mutations are common (28). Whether these iso-
forms are gain-of-functionor dominant-negative variants remains
to be tested.

Our assay measured the effects of mutations in a single TP53
exon on expression, but themethod should be general to studying
other exons in TP53 or other tumor suppressor or oncogenes. The
major effects we found in our assay were due to splicing errors.
Although other studies have directly measured splice isoforms of
libraries of mutated exons using massively parallel RNA sequenc-
ing (18, 29), which may be a more quantitative assay than our
sorting methodology, these methods do not account for other
mechanisms by which synonymous mutations can affect protein
expression. Our approach, on the other hand, is agnostic to the
molecularmechanism of protein expression variation and should
allow for a more complete understanding and characterization of
synonymous mutations.
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